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The Truth Shall Set You Free John 8:32
By Emil Kutarna, Regina, SK

Theologian David Tacey writes:
 Unfortunately, as the Christian faith experience began to evolve in the early centuries the 
emphasis in the message of Yeshua became skewed benefiting the developing power structured 
institution and its overlords. They abrogated the ministries freely happening in the faith 
communities and made them exclusive to their personal jurisdiction and administration. They 
became the ‘clerk dispensers’ of what Yeshua asked the followers to do in his memory, to bless 
and break bread, bless the cup of wine. To share this simple meal in remembrance of how he 
taught them to live and love one another. Yeshua’s ministry was hijacked and his life and 
teachings have been held in ransom for two millennia by the Roman religion of dogmas, 
doctrine and creeds.”

http://www.catholica.com.au/forum/index.php?mode=thread&id=177748

My first reaction upon reading this was a shock.

 Did it really happen that influential people just “took over” control of the ministries that were 
freely happening in the faith communities? And is this how we got the Catholic Church we have today?
 If this is true then does this mean that ordination is something invented by people and not by Jesus as we were taught to believe? And is 
transubstantiation a fall-out term/explanation based on a false assumption about what happened to the bread and wine at the Last Supper?
 If the answer to these questions is “yes”, then I feel that I am in a whole new ballpark. I need to rethink my priesthood. It is not what I 
thought it was. In a way, I could say that I feel more free about my membership in the Catholic Church. This is a very serious matter with very 
serious consequences.
 The first consequence for me is that I have an entirely different view of my need for the Church. I was brought up to think that I needed the 
Church for my spiritual life like I need air to breath. Now I see the Church like a tool (forgive the use of so mundane a word) among many 
possible tools as an aid in my search for God. What did people do to find God before the Church existed?
 The second consequence is, now what do I do?
Well, I’m not going to change much of what I DO. But I will change a lot of what I THINK. I’ll still go to Sunday Mass and communion, and 
I will show due reverence for the sacraments. Yeshua’s idea of sharing bread and wine is genius! Unfortunately I think it has become too 
ritualized. As a public performance it can be a work of art most beautiful. But the intimacy is missing. It has become the performance of one 
man on the altar stage. 
 So I need to supplement the Mass by belonging to a small group where we know one another and treat one another as equals. Here we meet a 
God that is more human and compassionate. Here we can share our hopes and fears in our prayers together. Here we can ponder the ancient 
wisdom of the prophets and evangelists and relate it to our lives today. Here we can break bread and bless the cup of wine. Here we can freely 
minister to our spiritual and material needs and those of our neighbour.
 In addition I need to create a set of personal spiritual practices to raise my consciousness about the reality of the holiness of all creation, like 
Chardin has done. There’s nothing wrong with using the rosary for meditation. It is an ancient practice not limited to Catholics. But I realize 
that I need to meditate, otherwise my life is taken over by TV, radio, the I-phone and a million sidetracks many of then merely adding fluff to 
my life but little substance. And following the example of Jesus, I need prayer.
 As a start with these ideas, I hope to become a better, happier and peaceful person and feeling free

http://www.catholica.com.au/forum/index.php?mode=thread&id=177748
http://www.catholica.com.au/forum/index.php?mode=thread&id=177748
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 Corpus Canada members are saddened to learn of the 
death of Terry Dosh. For more than 50 years, Terry was a 
leader, organizer and member of U.S. Catholic reform 
groups.  A former Benedictine monk, Terry was the first 
coordinator of CORPUS. He said that his special concern 
was that priests who had left the institutional clergy should 
continue to play active part in the church’s future. He died 
at his home in St. Paul, Minn., April 7. Terry was 85 years 
old. The Journal will carry a remembrance tribute to Terry 
in its next issue.
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St. Brigid Of Kildare Catholic Faith Community
Calgary, AB (saintbrigids.org)

 Keep in touch via my gemstones account: gemstone@shaw.ca  
Monica  

 On Tuesday, March 8, we celebrated International Women’s 
Day. Perhaps the March 8th day should be circled on calendars as 
“Beware-of-Patriarchy-Super-Tuesday.”  
Patriarchy is pernicious: an old authoritarian ecclesiastical vice that 
denigrates just about everyone in the name of Christian virtue. It is 
very much alive, if not well, in today’s world. 
Patriarchy proclaims male superiority over women. It also destroys 
children.

 Another Special Event - save the date: 
Our September mass will be held on Sunday, Sept. 18. We will be 
welcoming Roy Bourgeois, a former Maryknoll priest dismissed 
from his order for his support of women priests.

 To that end, we are doing some fundraising:
Bake Sale:  If you like to bake we would be happy to have you bring 
something to donate with a suggested price on your item.  And if you 

don't like to bake, that's O.K. 
-- come and buy something 
instead.  It doesn't have to be 
baking -- maybe you have 
homemade jam, pickles, or 
relish.  All proceeds to go to 
Roy's visit.  We can all take 
part in making his visit a 
success! -- Pat Teed

 Here are some links to 
information about Roy:
http://ncronline.org/blogs/
ncr-today/roy-bourgeois-
they-finally-got-him
http://

www.roybourgeoisjourney.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Bourgeois 

Excerpted From St. Brigid’s Newsletter: Living In A Wavy Universe
By Ilio Delia OSF, Washington, DC

 From the dawn of our species, 
what we know about the universe 
has come from the power of 
observation, that is, what we can 
observe in a light-filled universe. In 
the 13th-century Oxford 
theologian Robert 
Grosseteste described the beginning 
of all physical life from light. One 
of his major works De Luce begins 
with God's creation of a single 
point of light which, through 
expansion and extension, he 

claimed, evoked the entire physical order into existence. The 
expansion of light replicating itself infinitely in all directions, he 
speculated, is the basis of the created world.
 Grosseteste was not too far from modern physics. In the early part of 
the 20th century, Albert Einstein announced his theory of general 
relativity (1916) in which he rewrote the rules for space and time that 
had prevailed for more than 200 years, since the time of Newton. 
Newton's physics stipulated a static and fixed framework for the 
universe based on concepts of absolute space and absolute time which 
were considered independent of one another. Instead, Einstein 
showed that space and time form a continuum and are part of the 

physical fabric of the universe. Einstein's revolutionary discovery was 
based on light and the equivalence of matter and energy which 
permeate the universe.
 Black holes are collapsed giant stars which become like cosmic sink 
holes that trap light and matter. They have been known to exist in the 
universe but until now there has been little evidence of their 
existence. The gravitational wave discovery is based on the cosmic 
peregrination of black holes. Scientists speculate that about 1.3 billion 
years ago two black holes swirled closer and closer together until they 
crashed in a furious bang. Each black hole packed roughly 30 times 
the mass of our sun into a minute volume, and their head-on impact 
came as the two were approaching the speed of light. The staggering 
strength of the merger gave rise to a new black hole and created a 
gravitational field so strong that it distorted spacetime in waves that 
spread throughout space with a power about 50 times stronger than 
that of all the shining stars and galaxies in the observable universe. 
This is what scientists at the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave 
Observatory (LIGO) detected last September. They actually heard and 
recorded the sound of two black holes colliding a billion light-years 
away, producing a fleeting chirp which was recorded. This was the 
first time in the history of the cosmos that the human ear could 
actually listen to the secrets of nature; a new hotline to nature. Dr. Kip 
Thorne, one of the leading scientists in the discovery, said that until 
now scientists had only detected warped space-time when it is calm. 
The detection of the black hole collision revealed another side of 

mailto:gemstone@shaw.ca
mailto:gemstone@shaw.ca
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Living In A Wavy Universe Continued...

nature's gravitational waves that could be likened to the ocean roiled 
in a storm with crashing waves.
 The discovery of gravitational waves is truly awesome. The fabric of 
the universe is like a trampoline that can stretch or shrink due to 
massive objects like black holes colliding or like a mattress shaking 
when a sleeper rolls over, producing ripples of gravity or gravitational 
waves. This is no static, mechanistic universe; rather, our universe is 
a mysterious ocean of energy and matter in which space and time are 
interwoven and dynamic, able to stretch, shrink and jiggle. Even more 
incredible is the confirmation of black holes, the bottomless 
gravitational pits from which not even light can escape. The 
discovery of gravitational waves now gives scientists a new 
opportunity to understand the early universe and the powerful cosmic 
events that created them.
 But what does this mean for us? Well, on the macro level not much. 
Life goes on with its ups and downs, births and deaths, good days and 
bad days, failures and achievements. But on a deeper level the 
discovery of gravitational waves tells us that science is living 
between mystery and discovery. It is as if astronomers are listening in 
on cosmic oracles and not yet quite knowing what to make of the 
strange sounds. The elastic nature of space-time almost makes time 
irrelevant in the vast universe, which means searching for the origin 
of the universe may not be, as we conceived on the human level, 
looking back; rather it may mean looking forward. The existence of 
black holes or massive star collapse, also points to the eerie presence 
of death in the universe from which mysteriously new elements of life 
emerge and converge.
 Einstein did not believe in a personal God, but he did maintain that 
mystery permeated the universe. Reportedly he said to one of his 

skeptic acquaintances, "Try and penetrate with our limited means the 
secrets of nature and you will find that, behind all the discernible laws 
and connections, there remains something subtle, intangible and 
inexplicable. Veneration for this force beyond anything that we can 
comprehend is my religion. To that extent I am, in fact, religious."
 The more we comprehend the universe, the more we see how truly 
incomprehensible it is — which leaves room for religion — but not a 
religion of the past or religion based on ancient cosmology. The 
mysterious new universe calls for new religion, a renewed sense of 
divine mystery in the cosmos, a new religious myth, a new narrative 
that draws us into these cosmic waves that are, in some fundamental 
way, the source of our lives. We need a new religious sense of time 
and eternity as operative in the moment of occupied space, not as 
future events but possible events. As Christians in this vast, dark, 
wavy universe, what do we hope for? It is time to take a few cues 
from science, namely: 1) change the religious paradigm when the 
right time comes, 2) let go let God and 3) trust nature to generate new 
life. Scientists try to collapse mystery into data, but we believe in the 
divine mystery at the heart of matter and, for this reason alone, we 
should be the most trusting of nature because we believe that God is 
in the waves.
 [Ilia Delio, a member of the Franciscan Sisters of Washington, D.C., 
is the Josephine C. Connelly Endowed Chair in Theology at Villanova 
University. She is the author of sixteen books and the general editor 
of the series Catholicity in an Evolving Universe. Her newest book 
is Making All Things New: Catholicity, Cosmology and 
Consciousness (Orbis Books 2015).]

Au Commentary 2/14/2016
By Tom McMahon, San Jose, CA

 AU COMMENTARY 
2/14/2016 FINALLY Tom 
buries three priests… Pope 
Francis calls this a “new era 
“... when did this new era 
begin? how does the old era fit 
into a universal society? Like 
reading tea leaves the answer 
might be in the lives of these 
three departed clerics. 
 Jewish law is strict on the 
burial of human beings. The 
body is to be washed by 

friends, wrapped in cloth, and 
buried in ground within 24-72 hours. Profound respect is paid to the 
human body, definitely expressing a belief that each person is a living 
creation of God. I was a Hospice grief counselor after I was ushered 
out of roman liturgical ministry and we began our involvement with 

the grieving family before death actually occurred. These visits are 
truly Jesus experiences and being my mother was widowed when I 
was two I grew up with sensitive skills in listening to the bereaved. I 
have had monthly morning tea with Nina, now 94, after the death of 
her husband Jim who died in Hospice care 25 years ago. Nina was 
born in Russia, a promising post university future cut short by Hitler’s 
Barbarosa invasion in which she was captured and forced to work for 
the Nazi army. Upon liberation Nina was advised by a Russian 
lieutenant never to return to Mother Russia lest she be killed for 
working for the Germans. Nina found work in an American army 
hospital, married and had four children with American soldier Jim. 
Nina is world traveled intelligent woman, and a source of universal 
information for this writer. I enjoy our visits and I am a better person 
for having listened to Nina. While talking we share much on the value 
of human life and nature, two old timers very much involved in new 
era thinking 
 Now that I have used the word “era” I recall with joy Pope Francis 
recently calling our attention to the massive modern societal changes; 
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my aging mind does not recall Francis word for word yet his 
clarification is obvious and I dare to “quote” this wonderful educator. 
….” We are not dealing with the end of an old era, rather we are fast 
into a new era of life”. Readers of McMahon in Catholica have long 
been aware that I have one foot in the old world with the other 
energized leg in the era of technology. Evolution is in high gear with 
new scientific and spiritual/religious ramifications and discoveries 
that await seekers of knowledge every time they open up a new book 
and have exchange of adult dialogue. 
 We have buried social worker Vito, sorrowing with his family at his 
death. Vito’s life and departure from life were combinations of old 
and new theologies, philosophical stands, and liturgical practices. 
Vito was a well educated adult. Now I turn to three clerics who 
attended the same seminary as I did, same Sulpician faculty, same 
1800’s curriculum which never included a course on Jesus nor any 
information on birth control. Deprived of newspapers we had no 
knowledge of  world affairs, in 1954 I not knowing we were at war in 
Korea. We had no business training of running a financial parish or 
school. We came out of 12 years of “study” knowing many opinions 
of God and Trinity while never confronting the mystery of life. We 
had no answers to the complexity of the mystery. We had no answers 
to the many unanswered questions that an educated laity was coming 
upon as the G.I. Bill of Rights offered university level education to 
my two brothers and millions of veterans of WW2. In no time the 
flood gates of education opened for women. Vito’s death as an 
educated Catholic layman stands in sharp contrast to the education of 
the three priests about whom I started this series. I venture to say that 
all three clerics held tightly to the original seminary education. We 
knew the Greek classics and understood Aquinas yet I offer the words 
of my own mother after I had asked for her opinion of a sermon I had 
preached. Mom looked me in the eye, taking my hand gently and said 
“oh, Tommy, you priests know so little about life.”
 Monsignor James Keane was a quiet individual. I know absolutely 
nothing of the man outside his ordination date and where he 
obediently served in Mitty’s empire. A priest went where he was told 
to go, moved like a pawn on a chess board in Mitty’s empire, all this 
decided by chancery office priests. James Keane was straight arrow. I 
never talked to him and his obituary mentions his dry humor. Parse 
was his nickname, distinguishing him from his cousin Father James 
Keane or “little Jim Keane” The Keane household were from the 
rugged Isle of Mann off the Irish mainland in the stormy North Sea. 
Most seminarians had nicknames rather than being the person Jim. (I 
took ten years of therapy to discover I was a human person, forsaking 
clerical title and seeking to be called just plain Tom) Ordained four 
years Parse receives a Master’s in Education from the Catholic 
University in Washington, D.C., teaching at Marin Catholic High 
School as Vice Principal, 30 year later being named a monsignor 
(literally a servant in the pope’s household) and being appointed 
pastor in Novato. Archbishop Mitty complained before his death in 
1961 that the “chancery priests” of the archdiocesan school board had 
stolen from the people the best of his parish priests. I have put “ ” 

around chancery priests as I have for years contended that bishops 
and special assignment-non parish clerics were a breed unto 
themselves, usually unaware of peoples’ needs as they were taken 
into building the church empire shortly after ordination. Teaching 
priests merely said one or two masses on Sunday, living in common 
at their respective schools. They had little contact with people. After 
mentioning his peer family background Parse’s obit has a unique 
sentence… “he is survived by Jack Belliveau’s wife Brigitte.” It 
brings up the issue of how you speak to survivors of celibate priests. 
 Father Kevin P. Gaffey was one of the most friendly priests I ever 
met, always cheerful with a happy greeting. Kevin’s father was Chief 
of Police in San Francisco, a man with broad Irish smile and Kevin 
modeled him well. Without negativity or judgment I noticed that 
Kevin’s parish assignments tell me he was carefully protected, 
serving in well heeled parishes where the pastors towed the empire’s 
party line, pastors who mocked Vatican Two, making sure the wealthy 
Irish were never challenged in social justice issues. Kevin is ordained 
in 1957, a pre Vatican Two priest; after 1965 a rupture came in the 
brotherhood of priests, numbers of the best of San Francisco clergy 
leaving ministry. In the 1970’s 27500 American priests left Catholic 
ministry, many to marry or find more meaningful employment in 
working for people. I remember the confusion well as I struggled 
with being a commissioned officer in the United States Army during 
the Vietnam conflict and a parish priest that was torn between loyalty 
to the people while the institutional church hammered innocent 
people with the supposed sinfulness of birth control. I would join 
those who departed Catholic liturgical ministry in 1980. I would leave 
quietly curious as to where my brother priests stood on sexual 
matters. I would go to the funerals of men ordained around the same 
time as I, wondering, wondering where did the likes of Kevin Gaffey 
stand.
 I Would do my best to study their backgrounds, our seminary 
training, the pastors they first served under immediately after 
ordination,, and how they had reacted to the call for reform of the 
Roman Catholic Priesthood and Church. I had to settle for 
assumptions and guess work, which I will never use publicly,as the 
clerical code of conduct seems to have forbid any personal revelation. 
Clergymen are tight lipped and many a good priest will die with a 
multitude of secrets entrusted to him by his people. 
 I shall conclude this series next week with the death of Archbishop 
Francis Hurley with whom I was in seminary for ten years. All three 
of these clerics were good men, products of a confusing time in 
institutional roman church where the intrigue of WW2, the early 
1900’s fall of the Papal States and the dethroning of the king-pope, 
and a healthy study of church history converge in a massive collision 
or truth, lies, errors and efforts to reform. Stand by as I trace down a 
friend, a sincere bishop who is caught in the deadly trap of protecting 
holy mother church and criminal priests.

Tom in outpost San Jose surveying the historical scene. 2/14/16 

Au Commentary 2/14/2016 Continued...
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YEAR OF THE MONKEY
Although I travelled to Peru 4 times in 2015, my focus has been on my two grandchildren. Here they are:                                  

    
                      Olivia Mya                         Olivia Mya & Zoey Bryden                              Zoey Bryden  

 We celebrated the fifth Anniversary of the COMPLEJO EDUCATIVO PUBLICO “TONY GUBBELS” with 6 paid instructors for the 
Adult Basic Education (ABE) program. However, in July we acquired the six additional instructors to run the technical programs. 
There were 19 ABE graduates in 2015. Not all of them made it to the “official” photo shot.

         
    ABE Instructors & Administration   Technical Instructors & Administration                2015 Graduates

The Ministry of Labour rented our facility and equipment to run two programs to train young people for jobs in the local Textile 
Factories. For the “Jovenes a la Obra” program, they installed an additional 30 industrial sewing machines in the COMPLEX and 
trained 180 young people. The second program is for youth with speech and hearing impediments, (Jovenes Productivos para 
Personas Sordomudos). There are 25 youth registered. In addition, our textile instructor and her students made 30 caps and 
gowns for the graduates. The Industrial Foods program held a course in Chinese Food.

      
              Jovens Productivos                                   Caps and Gowns                                     Chinese Food (Chifa)

The COMPLEX Board saw the need for a program to care for the children while their mothers are in class. They built the 
“Ludoteca” in memory of Ludmilla (Milla) Gubbels who passed away in 2009. A maximum of 15 children attend regularly.

Chinese New Year Letter - February 10, 2016
By Joe Gubbels, Chincha Baja, Peru
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Chinese New Year Letter Continued...

      
               Memorial Plaque                 Taking My Turn                   Canadian Volunteer Maureen Grimmer 

Again, the COMPLEX Board initiated an ambitious plan to use the land behind the COMPLEX for an outdoor recreation area for 
community women. The mayor is offering to lease the adjacent land, which belongs to the Municipality, and provide heavy 
equipment, as required. This resulted in the development of a project called “Recreation, Education and Health for Women”. It 
will include volleyball, basketball and mini-football courts. This will give you another opportunity to support a project, as I will am 
requesting $24,000.00 from Community Initiatives of Alberta, which has to be matched.
The Municipality donated a temporary classroom and will construct a stairwell and a permanent classroom on the third floor. This 
will all be done, as the Municipal library will be moved to the COMPLEX.

    
  Land for the Women’s Recreation project      Rough Project Design            Temporary Classroom on 3rd Floor

Grand Prairie Rotary Club is funding an Eco-Toilet project for $10,000.00 to benefit the community of Litardo Bajo, which is a 
small community outside of Chincha Baja. The monies will be used to construct 31-shared eco-toilets for 88 families, and provide 
instruction for their usage, maintenance and hygiene. 

     

These children and many of the adults never saw a real “Papa Noel” until he appeared in their community. Along with 
toys, we provided special PaneTonys and hot chocolate. 
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 Little Boy Fascination with His Beard        Even the Seniors Want Toys             Never too old to sit on His Knee

I will prepare another page of photos. It is ok, if you do not want to view them all. It may be an overload. However, 
should you be interested in supporting the “Recreation, Education and Health Project for Women”, here is the process: 
Cheque in name of “Rainbow of Hope for Children Society”

   For: Project Chincha Baja
Address: Rainbow of Hope for Children Society

     C/O George Bunz, President
     Box 2883

     Wainwright, Alberta  T9W 1S7
Thank You,   Joe Gubbels

       
                 4-donkey Power                            A Sea of 8 Cars on 3 Lane              From Primary to Graduation - 5 years

      
       Blessing of New Ambulance                    1st Prize Industrial Foods                         Preparing PaneTonys

Chinese New Year Letter Continued...
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           Ludoteca Inauguration                             I Can Still Blow                                         Wheelchair Program             

      
           Practicum I                                  Practicum II                                                       Third Floor Classroom

HAPPY YEAR OF THE MONKEY JOSÉ

Chinese New Year Letter Continued...

In Memory Of Rev. Jack Sproule

 Fr. Jack Sproule died on 
February 18, 2016. While 
he was pastor of St. 
Elizabeth’s parish in Sidney, 
Vancouver Island, he 
opened the parish facilities 
to the General Corpus 
Canada gathering and to the 
regular gatherings of the 
Corpus group who were 
members of the parish. He 
is fondly remembered by all 
for his encouragement of 
people doing the work of 

running the parish.
 Daniel Gawthrop wrote in the Island Catholic News "Rev. John 
Sproule was no shrinking violet or aloof intellectual… he was not the 
kind of priest who talked down to parishioners or placed himself in an 
exalted position… He was a friendly presence that sought to make 
Christ’s mission relevant to people’s lives; parishioners were fellow 
Catholics who, like him, were free to be playful and creative about 

their spirituality... Jack’s mission as a Roman Catholic priest was 
profound and revolutionary. He was not trying to turn people away 
from their religion; he was trying to help them take ownership of it by 
redefining what it meant in their lives… Jack had lots of time for 
parishioners who were seeking change and growth in their lives and 
just needed help making the breakthrough.” 

 Two memorials for Fr.Jack are planned: The first, a funeral liturgy on 
April 8 at 1pm in St. Elizabeth’s R.C. Church in Sidney.

 The second, 
an inter-faith 
celebration 
of life at 12 
noon on 
April 23rd at 
Bethlehem 
Retreat 
Centre in 
Nanaimo.
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The Association Of Catholic Priests (ACP Ireland)
By Seamus Ahearne, Dublin, Ireland

 The ACP has invited 
(without success) the 
Nuncio, Archbishop 
Charles J. Brown on 
several occasions to 
discuss the state of the 
Irish Church. So this 
year Seamus Ahearne 
osa wrote to the Apostolic 
Nuncio in Ireland who 
answered formally to 
which Seamus replied. 
Extracts from Seamus two 
letters follow.
 This is a personal letter 
and hasn’t been discussed 

with anyone else. I am 
involved in the Association of Catholic Priests because I am so utterly 
committed to incarnating Christ in the world of today; because I 
believe so strongly in the church outside the formal building; because 
I have been so blessed in my ministry and am so excited daily in it; 
because I want to support above all Diocesan priests who have been 
largely abandoned and who feel isolated. I know that I have the Order 
around me. I know that I will always have support. I know that even 
in old age and sickness, I will have a community around me. The 
Diocesan men haven’t. We really must address the needs of our 
Diocesan men on whom greater burdens are now being placed. We 
have to face the present state of the Irish church. We can’t live off the 
fat of yesterday; it is artificial and wrong.
 I find it difficult to cope with anyone in Church life who is unwilling 
to chat, to share, to even disagree. I find it hard to understand how we 
can ever celebrate Eucharist if we don’t have Communion together. 
Every single day at Church we discuss, disagree, learn and share. The 
Bread of Life is broken. Experiences of God are shared. It is basic 
and essential. Communion has to mean Communication and 
Community.
 I do need to state the obvious which is our usual cliché – that there 
are c 1000 priests signed up to the ACP. How could anyone ignore 
such a cohort of people? We are the rank and file of the Church in 
Ireland. That is very simple. The rather amusing thing about this is as 
follows: At the foundation of the ACP, we issued our terms of 
reference or our Mission Statement. All of this hung on the vision of 
Vatican. In many ways the approach of Francis (Pope) coincides with 
what we were saying and are saying. His pastoral outlook is what we 
would consider to be at the heart of the Gospel. We often smile as we 
say ‘that he has stolen our clothes.’ We found that both Pope John 
Paul and Pope Benedict strangled the Church of Vatican 2. We 
couldn’t accept the rigidities, the deference, or the fears and control 
elements in that Church. It was so distant from the Christ of the 
Gospels or the Christ we meet daily.

 We had hoped for better now. The Church in Ireland isn’t about the 
bishops or about the Nuncio but is about the collective of local 
Churches and parishes. We live there. We work there. We know that 
Church. We also know how priests feel. We know how many priests 
are finding it so hard to cope with the demands of a very changed 
Ireland, their own age, and lack of energy. On the other hand, you  
meet the formal church in your work; people dress up. All the 
Liturgies are done beautifully. You are invited to a celebrating 
Church. I would suggest that the church you need to meet is the one 
on the ground; the informal one; the broken one; the hurting one; the 
one where most people have walked away; the one where lives are 
messed up totally. I meet that every day of my life and am happy and 
edified in it.
 I would have thought that a Nuncio or a Bishop needs to move out to 
the margins; out to where there is no deference; out to where there is 
no formality; out to where the God of the New Missal doesn’t exist. If 
you met with us – we would share that world of faith that we know 
and struggle to live with. We wouldn’t be meeting to argue or to fight 
with you or to blame you. We are passionate in fighting for the future 
of the Irish church but we want to be very real in what we present. We 
want to help point to leaders for the reality of that life (and who 
wouldn’t break in the demands of that world). We don’t need those 
who present an image of a Church that simply doesn’t exist and 
shouldn’t anymore.

Charles wrote back and Seamus answered:

 You end your letter by mentioning the gift of Mercy. This is a very 
rich concept and a dangerous one. I would suggest that Mercy above 
all means – that the Door is Open; the Door of the heart/mind/
imagination is Open. It has to mean that there is the image of God 
happening in us – the shepherd going after the lost one; the prodigal 
father; the Christ who met the outsiders (poor, broken, Samaritans, 
prostitutes, tax-collectors); the image of Hosea with the husband 
going after the prostituting wife. Yes, the Year of Mercy is better 
celebrated if we reach out very humbly and learn from others. This is 
very expansive and very catholic. The Feast of the Epiphany shouts at 
us to be catholic!
 We were overwhelmed with funerals for the past month in the parish. 
The vast majority of those who come to the Church on these 
occasions are entering a foreign place. We do huge work in 
preparation and hospitality. It is very holy ground. We try so hard to 
present an image of God which is welcoming and respectful and 
open. We honour the dead and honour the living. We had among 
others – the funerals of two severely handicapped people (in the past 
week). One girl was 35; the man was 44. Neither ever spoken or 
walked. If God is love – God was deeply present in the life of those 
parents and in the life of the carers. Neither family ever went near 
Church. We drove down to St Vincent’s after leaving the Church. The 
hearse stopped. There was a guard- of- honour by the residents in 
their wheelchairs. The parents got out. They went to every patient and 
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touched them. It was an incredible moment. That reaching out was 
inspirational. Was that holy? Was that Mercy? Was that Godly? I 
think so. We can learn from them. And then there was the week of 
two Popes. Francis got angry when he was pushed. Francis defined a 
Christian (in a throw-away remark) as someone who builds bridges 
rather than walls. Isn’t that a dangerous and a very loose idea? Surely 
we couldn’t stretch the idea and ask about Charles J Brown? Build 
bridges rather than walls? Or the CDF – build bridges or walls? Any 
attempt to make Communion real, is very troublesome. All of us 
could be wandering in a minefield if we tried to live with that one. We 
have to be ambitious for the higher things and go beyond the 
temptation to hang onto one sentence from Francis. Even though he 
has a point!
 And John Paul II made news. He even took over the cover page of 
The Tablet. He became the news because some of his letters were 
discovered and reached Panorama. Anne-Teresa Tymieniecka was 
apparently ‘more than a friend and less than a lover’ according to 
Edward Stourton. Some were even concerned that these letters hadn’t 
been part of the process of investigation of his cause for canonisation. 
He should never have been canonised so rapidly but not because of 
his relationship with this or any other woman but for many other 
reasons. These letters, And then it becomes the week of two Popes. 
Francis gets angry when he is pushed. It then emerges that Donal 
Trump might be a problem for him. (Even if the pope’s intervention 
did no harm to his election!) Francis defines a Christian (in a throw-
away remark) as someone who builds bridges rather than walls. Isn’t 
that a dangerous and a very loose idea? Surely we couldn’t stretch the 
idea and ask about Charles J Brown? Build bridges rather than walls? 
Or the CDF – build bridges or walls? Any attempt to make 
Communion real, is very troublesome. All of us could be wandering 
in a minefield if we tried to live with that one. We have to be 
ambitious for the higher things and go beyond the temptation to hang 
onto one sentence from Francis. Even though he has a point!
 And John Paul II made news. He even took over the cover page of 
The Tablet. He became the news because some of his letters were 
discovered and reached Panorama. Anne-Teresa Tymieniecka was 
apparently ‘more than a friend and less than a lover’ according to 
Edward Stourton. Some now were even concerned that these letters 
hadn’t been part of the process of investigation of his cause for 
canonisation. Now he should never have been canonised so rapidly 
but not because of his relationship with this or any other woman but 
for many other reasons. These letters, in fact, add a humanity and a 
reality to the man. What have we done to the Incarnation that such 
letters have even become a story? What have we done to the 
priesthood to make them  so unreal? What are we still doing to 
ministry? We (in the parish) were involved in other funerals in the 
past week: Dermot was a Downs syndrome man of 63. Jordan was a 
16 year old . The love in both these families was extraordinary. We 
were taken yet again to a mountain top and experienced that awesome 
presence of God and the dullness and dreariness of daily news was 
overwhelmed by grace and goodness.

 Another man died. He was a companion among us; a fellow 
Augustinian. Sean Dowling was 83. He was forever young. A Peter 
Pan type. He anticipated Francis and was always full of the richness 
and colour of the Gospel. The negativity of the Christian message 
(shown off in a very cold Church) was never part of his life. He 
worked in Nigeria at one time when he was the only Christian in the 
place for a few years. And still he retained his enthusiasm. Sean was a 
man of dreams. Some of the rest of us were more practical and 
weren’t too enamoured with the ‘vision thing.’   Sean was unwell for 
seven months. But as death approached, he sat up in his hospital bed. 
John (Provincial) stayed some nights with him in the hospital. He 
came in at one stage with a half-eaten sandwich. Sean told John – “I 
know I am dying. I am curious. I want to see what this heaven place 
is like.” He then asked John for his sandwich. John was reluctant to 
give him a half-eaten sandwich which had his hand all over it. Sean 
said, “it doesn’t matter, I’m dying anyway.” He took the sandwich 
and ate it. He then said, “if we had some wine now, we could call it 
our Last Supper.”   Sean’s Eucharist was always much bigger than the 
confines of the Altar and the Church. How many of us would like our 
life to end like Sean’s. Charles, we have to reach out to each other 
and talk. The Irish Church demands it. We are all handicapped by our 
past. Help us to set the Church free.  
Thanks. Shalom

Three comments to Seamus’ observations:

In answer to Seamus’ observations, Roy Donovan wrote:
 I would like to refer further to Seamus’s refreshing honesty and 
realism. In many of his previous reflections he communicates the 
huge gap between where many of his parishioners are at and the dis-
connect with the Sacraments/Liturgy. He puts huge energy into 
families around funerals so that the funeral liturgy speaks to their life 
experiences. For example, in the above reflection, he states about two 
funerals that “The love in both these families was extraordinary”.

Another wrote:
 Thank you, Seamus for sharing your letters. Charles Brown can 
never be part of the solution, to the problems in our Church,because 
he is part of the problem. He is among a cohort of Prelates, who 
speak out of both sides of their mouths; they all have one thing in 
common -  they would love to see the back of Pope Francis.

Sandra McSheaffrey wrote:
 Thanks to Seamus for once more putting his head above the parapet. 
I am sure he will recognise the lessons in this extract from 
the VELVETEEN RABBIT by Margery Williams.
 The Skin Horse had lived longer in the nursery than any of the 
others. He was so old and most of the hairs in his tail had been pulled 
out to string bead necklaces. For nursery magic is very strange and 
wonderful, and only those playthings that are old and wise and 
experienced like the Skin Horse understand all about it. 

The Association Of Catholic Priests Continued...
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 “What is REAL?” asked the Rabbit one day, when they were lying 
side by side near the nursery fender, before Nana came to tidy the 
room. “Does it mean having things that buzz inside you and a stick-
out handle?” 
 “Real isn’t how you are made,” said the Skin Horse. “It’s a thing that 
happens to you. When a child loves you for a long, long time, not just 
to play with, but REALLY loves you, then you become Real.” 
 “Does it hurt?” asked the Rabbit.
 “Sometimes,” said the Skin Horse, for he was always truthful.
 “When you are Real you don’t mind being hurt.” 
 “Does it happen all at once, like being wound up,” he asked, “or bit 
by bit?” 
“It doesn’t happen all at once,” said the Skin Horse. “You become. It 
takes a long time. That’s why it doesn’t happen often to people who 
break easily, or have sharp edges, or who have to be carefully kept. 
Generally, by the time you are Real, most of your hair has been loved 
off, and your eyes drop out and you get loose in your joints and very 
shabby. But these things don’t matter at all, because once you are 
Real you can’t be ugly, except to people who don’t understand.”

 Joseph Martos’s article in the National Catholic Reporter, Feb. 20, 
2016, “Twice removed: Why our sacraments often don’t connect with 
real life” expresses very well this huge dis-connect between Liturgy 
and everyday life of many people. Reading his article, one can 
understand further why so many people have and will continue to 
walk away from the Sacraments. 
 Martos puts it very well – “As happened in the third century, there is 
a growing gap between theology and experience, only this time the 
theology is twice removed from life. Official teachings about the 

Mass and sacraments are not only disconnected from people’s 
everyday lives, but they are also often disconnected from people’s 
experience of worship. For many people, the liturgy is not the main 
source of their spiritual nourishment, nor the high point of their 
week………. 
 Is there a way out of the current confusion? There is, but it is neither 
a dogmatic reassertion of the past nor a freefall into cultural 
relativism. We need to rediscover what is essential to the Christian 
way of life, reinvent ways to ritualize that, and reformulate what 
those rituals mean in terms that are faithful both to the teachings of 
Jesus and to the experience of living in accordance with them”.
 As one commentator puts the challenge – “can Catholicism or any 
faith survive such a restatement?” The experiences of Seamus show 
that seeking ways to bring the rituals that symbolize and proclaim our 
faith closer to the daily experience of people is not so easily done and 
requires a lot of hard emotional work accompanied by great openness 
and honesty.

 “This is the grace we pray for this evening, the courage always to go 
in search of our brothers and sisters, and to receive them in love 
when they come in search of us.
 This going out to find the other in fraternal love does not imply any 
underestimation of the differences which exist among the followers of 
Christ. Differences are one thing; divisions are another. Christians 
need to rejoice in difference, and struggle against division.“
from the Homily of Archbishop Charles J Brown, the Apostolic 
Nuncio to Ireland, for Ecumenical Service in the Week of Prayer for 
Christian Unity, in Saint Anne’s Church of Ireland Cathedral, Belfast; 
Jan. 2016

The Association Of Catholic Priests Continued...

News About St. Iris Community In Victoria, BC
By Jim Lauder, Victoria, BC

 There has been a change at St. Iris Community.  

So we are now called the St. Iris Meditation Group. 
We are an ARCWP Faith Community and our 
liturgical practice is based on liberation and feminist 
theologies.  We meet every fourth Sunday of the 
month at the McCall Bros. Reception Centre located at 
1400 Vancouver St., Victoria. We start at 11:00 am and 
finish at 12:30 pm

Our format includes Lectio Divina meditation of 
scripture, incorporating meditative music, and shared 
refection.  After meditation, we celebrate the 
Eucharist, and then share a picnic lunch.

Roberta Campbell is the leader and Jim Lauder is the 
co-leader.

http://www.catholicbishops.ie/2014/01/21/homily-archbishop-charles-brown-apostolic-nuncio-ireland-ecumenical-service-week-prayer-christian-unity/
http://www.catholicbishops.ie/2014/01/21/homily-archbishop-charles-brown-apostolic-nuncio-ireland-ecumenical-service-week-prayer-christian-unity/
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